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Abstract — The paper presents problems connected with
thermal radiation of human bodies in microwave range in as-
pect of diagnosis breast carcinoma. A mathematical model of
transmission thermal radiation through tissues is introduced
and methods of measurement of temperature, depth and size
of heat source, by means of multifrequency microwave ther-
mograph [1 7], are described. Theoretical considerations
are supplemented with presentation of result experiments.
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1. Introduction
A monofrequency passive microwave radiometry enables
measurements of average temperature of an object on cer-
tain depth. From a practical point of view, the problem
of estimation of the temperature spatial distribution inside
investigated object is extremely interesting. The presented
solution uses power thermography on different frequencies.
The method is based on the decreasing power penetration
distance into biological tissues and simultaneous increasing
intensity of thermal radiation versus frequency.
Because of a build of tissue and specificity of breast car-
cinoma one can conclude, that focus has spherical shape
and a distribution of temperature resulted from it exponen-
tially disappears to zero in layer of gland. Thus, the Gauss
curve describing deep-seated distribution of temperature,
has been assumed.
As presented in [7] in a three-layer model of tissue [4, 6] the
real increase of temperature T of the internal heat source
leads to increasing brightness of the effective temperature
Tf on the surface of tissue, measured by a radiometer work-
ing on frequencies f . This relationship can be written as
follows:
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where: dg, d f , ds – lengths of ways in layers of gland, fat
and skin, d g, d f , d s – power penetration distance in each
layer, tg f , t f s – coefficients of power transmission on the
interfaces contact, G f – reflection coefficient on antenna
and skin interface.
2. Three – band microwave radiometer
system
Since the temperature distribution is given by:
T (z) = TS exp
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the temperature brightness (1) in surface model of tissue,
shown in Fig. 1, can be written as
Tf = Tg tg f exp
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where temperature Tg on the gland and fat interface is de-
fined with an integral of temperature distribution T (z) in
range < 0; ¥ >, with regard of transfer coefficient
x (z) = exp
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Fig. 1. Distribution of temperature inside biological tissue.
From Eqs. (2) and (4), T ( x ) can be found to be:
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the measurement.
Integration of the relation with respect to z from 0 to ¥
is equivalent to the integration of the relation with respect
to x in a range < 0; 1 > and consequently, for
dg  dg min = 2 s +
s
2
2 d g
; (6)
the effective temperature of noise on border of gland and
fat is defined as:
Tg =
TS s
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Because of the slender thickness of the skin layer in tested
place, one can treat it as a thin layer. Thus, in radiometers
constructed in Military University of Technology in Warsaw
G f = 0 [8], the dependence (3) takes the following form
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Knowing the coefficient K (appointed in a calibration pro-
cess for three radiometers working on different frequencies
and their respective power penetration distances) one can
estimate the real distribution of temperature realising multi-
frequency measurement. Solving the set of Eq. (8) for three
frequencies f1, f2, f3 we obtain expressions describing the
real distribution of temperature in investigated tissue:
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Entire depth of heat source definite is sum
d = dg+d f +ds : (13)
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3. Temperature measurement
experiments
In measurements, beef meet has been used as a tissue. The
polypropylene tube of diameter 5 mm, with 1.5% saline
solution NaCl has been used as the heat source. A ther-
mostat has regulated the temperature of the liquid. In the
range of temperatures (30ÆC 45ÆC) the conductivity of the
solution is about 2 S/m, and relative permittivity falls into
a range (70 75). Such parameters assure very good coeffi-
cient of power transmission on the solution and tissue inter-
face. In measuring range of frequency it is equal to 0.99.
Side of tube can be omitted in analysis because its thickness
is equal to 0.1 mm.
Measuring position is presented schematically in Fig. 2. To
inspection of distribution of temperature inside the tissue
mini hypodermic probes with platinum RTD element have
Fig. 3. Results of measurements and calculations for radiome-
ters working on frequencies 1.5 GHz (dashed line) and 2.9 GHz
(continuous line) for dg = 24:5 mm (a) and dg = 34:5 mm (b).
been used. To test the noninvasive thermometry based on
the principles described in this paper, we have developed an
experimental two – band radiometer system that measures
the brightness temperature at 1.5 and 2.9 GHz. Measure-
ments have been made automatically and results have been
displayed on the computer CRT in real time.
Experiment has been realised for two widths of layer the
muscle with use of wide distribution of temperature. Distri-
bution should be sufficiently wide in relation to dimensions
of tube, so that its influence on results was prevailing, and
simultaneously not too wide because of an error of inte-
grating [condition (6)].
In Fig. 3 the results of the measurements and theoretical
characterisations – Eq. (8) – describing behaviour of the ef-
fective temperatures illustrated by radiometers versus width
distribution of the temperature for two distances antennas –
heat source are shown.
4. Conclusion
The aim of this work is elaboration of a measurement
method permitting the construction of a spatial microwave
thermograph. The paper presents problems related to ther-
mal radiation of human bodies in microwave range and
description of transmission properties of living tissues.
The correctness of the presented analysis is confirmed
by the experiment described in the paper. The results of
the work point at a possibility of detecting and measure-
ment of temperature, depth and size of heat sources in-
side human body, by means of multifrequency microwave
thermograph [7].
The idea of spatial microwave thermography, resulting from
theoretical analysis and results of experiments, is described
in the paper. The theoretical analysis and experiments con-
firmed initial expectations, which has formed a base to an
attempt of estimation of spatial temperature distribution in-
side biological tissues. At present, most promising is a con-
struction of a thermograph as a multichannel receiver, with
each channel being separate radio receiver. Also, a delivery
of signal simultaneously to all channels by one wide-band
antenna would be advisable. In practice, however, the above
postulate is difficult to realise.
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